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ON THE COBORDISM OF PAIRS

R. E. STRONG

The cobordism classification of pairs, introduced by Wall,
is generalized to allow additional structure on the submani-
fold. Emphasis is placed on classification of pairs of stably
almost complex manifolds.

1* Introduction* The object of this note is a generalization of
the cobordism classification of "pairs" introduced by C. T. C. Wall [3].
Briefly, a "pair" (N, M) consists of a closed manifold Mm embedded
in a closed manifold Nn, and the pair (N, M) bounds if there is a
pair Wm+1cz Vn+1 of compact manifolds with boundary with dVn+1 =
Nn and dWm+ί = Mm.

In the situation considered by Wall, it is assumed that the
manifold Nn(or Vn+1) has additional structure given by a (B, f)
structure (i.e., by a class of liftings into the fibration f:B-+BO of
the normal map; e.g., a framing, orientation, or stable almost complex
structure) and that the normal bundle i4(or »w) of M in N (or W in
V) has a chosen reduction to some group Gn-m (where φ: Gn~m —• 0%_m

is a homomorphism into the orthogonal group O»_m). Wall then
proves that this reduces to separate cobordism problems for N (as
(By /)-manifold) and for M (as (BxBGn-m, /x<p')-manifold).

The generalization considered here is the imposition of a com-
pletely unrelated additional structure on M (or W) given by a class
of liftings of the normal map into the fibration g: C —> BO. The main
result is that this cobordism problem reduces to separate problems
for N (as (B, /)-manifold) and for M (as manifold with (£>, ^-structure,
where h:D-~+BO is a fibration obtained from (B, / ) , (C, g), and
(BGn~m, φ')) In a sense, this generalization is really a special case
of Wall's results, requiring only a careful analysis of the "normal
structure" of M in N. This analysis is performed in §2 of this
paper.

In § 3 several special cases will be considered. These lead to
geometric interpretations of certain homotopy theoretic groups, which
unfortunately seem extremely difficult to compute. In §4, attention
is devoted to pairs (N, M) of stable almost complex manifolds. If
one considers this case for a moment, one observes that the normal
bundle v% of M in N is a real (n — m)-plane bundle with a chosen
stable complex structure. The study of the classification problem for
such bundles is the main portion of § 4, and is basically the nontrivial
portion of this paper.
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2* Normal structure* In order to make precise the notion of
additional structure on a manifold, the definition given by Lashof
[1] will be used. Denote by Gr>n the Grassmann manifold of unoriented
r-planes in Rn+r and let Yn be the r-plane bundle over Gr« consisting
of pairs: an r-plane in Rn+r and a point in that plane. Then BOr =
lim^co Gr n with universal r-plane bundle τ r = lim^oo 7r

n.

DEFINITION. Let fr:Br~>BOr be a fibration. If ξ is an r-
dimensional vector bundle over the space X classified by the map
ζ:X —>BOr, then a (Br,fr) structure on ξ is a homotopy class of
liftings to Br of the map ξ; i.e., an equivalence class of maps f: X—> Br

with / r ° f = f, where ξ and f are equivalent if there is a homotopy
H: XxI-^Br with/>#(£, t) = £(&), iϊ(x, 0) = ξ(x), and iϊ(x, 1) = |(x).

(Note: A(Br, fr) structure depends on the specific map into BOr.
There is no way to make (Br1 fr) structures correspond for equivalent
bundles, for the correspondence must depend on the choice of
equivalence.)

Let Mm be a compact differentiate (C°°) manifold (with or with-
out boundary) and i: Mm —»Rm+r an embedding. Letting τ(M) denote
the tangent bundle of Mm, the normal bundle of i may be identified
with the orthogonal complement of τ(M) in the induced bundle
i* τ(Rm+r), where Rm+r is given the usual Riemannian metric, or the
fiber Nm of the normal bundle at m may be identified with the sub-
space of vectors xe Rm+r such that (m, x) e Rm+r x Rm+r = τ(Rm+r) is
orthogonal to i*τ(M)m. (in m x Rm+r). The normal map of i sends
m to Nm eGr,m, and composing with the inclusion provides a map
v(i): M~+BOr which classifies the normal bundle of i.

For sufficiently large r (depending only on m) there is a well-
defined equivalence between the normal bundles of any two embed-
dings of M, and hence a one-to-one correspondence between (Brifr)-
structures on the normal bundles of any two embeddings.

DEFINITION. Suppose one is given a sequence (J5, /) of fibrations
fr: Br • BOr and maps gr: Br > Br+1 so that the diagram

Br

•
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commutes, j r being the usual inclusion. A (j?r, fr) structure on the
normal bundle of Mm in Rm+r defines a unique (J5r+1,/r+1) structure
via the inclusion Rm+r a Rm+r+1. A (B, f)-structure on M is an
equivalence class of sequences of (Bri fr) structures ξ — (ζr) on the
normal bundle of M, two sequences being equivalent if they agree
for sufficiently large r. A (B, f)-manίfold is a pair consisting of a
manifold Mm and a (B, f) structure on M.

If Ww is a manifold and Mm is a submanifold of W with trivi-
alized normal bundle, one may imbed M in Rm+r, r large, and extend
by means of the trivialization to an embedding of a neighborhood of
M in W into Rw+r = Rm+r x Rw~n so that the neighborhood meets Rm+r

orthogonally along M. This may then be extended to an embedding
of W in Rw+r. Since the normal map for M is the restriction of that
for TΓ, a lifting v: W—>Br of the normal map of W gives a lifting
v\M for the normal map of M. Thus a (B, /)-structure on W in-
duces a well-defined (B, /)-structure on M.

In particular, iί M = dW, the trivialization of the normal bundle
of M in W by means of the inner normal gives M an induced (B, f)
structure, and with this structure M is the boundary of the (B, f)
manifold W.

The cobordism group Ωm(B, f) is the quotient of the semigroup
(under disjoint union) of isomorphism classes of closed m-dimensional
(JS, /) manifolds by the subsemigroup of isomorphism classes of
boundaries. The main result concerning these groups is the Pontry-
agin-Thom theorem:

Theorem. Ωm{B, f) s l i n w πm+r(T/r*(τr), «>) where T/r*(τr) de-
notes the Thorn space of the pull-back of the bundle 7r to Br1 and oo
denotes the base point of this Thorn space.

Turning now to "pairs", one considers two fibration sequences
(B, f) and (C, g) given by fibrations fr: Br -> BOr and gr: Cr -* BOr,
and a fibration φf: BGn_m —> BOn_m (which may arise from a group
homomorphism φ: Gn-m —> 0%_w but is not required to do so in the
following). One then considers a "pair" with ((J5, / ) , (C, g), (BGn-m, φ'))
structure as being given by an embedding j : Mm —> Nn (with M and
N being compact C°° manifolds and j embedding dM in 3iSΓ and map-
ping a tubular neighborhood of dM in ikf orthogonally to dN; i.e.,
in neighborhoods dN x [0, 1) of dN = dNxQ and 3Λf x [0, 1) of dM =
dMxO,j is given by j(m,t) = (j\dM(m),t)) where N is a (B,/)-
manifold, ikf is a (C, #)-manifold, and the normal bundle i4 of M in
AT is given a (BGn-m, <£>')-structure.

Letting i: Nn—>Rn+r, r large, be an embedding, the
normal bundle vN

M may be classified by identifying the fiber
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with the space of vectors xeRn+r such that

(m, x) e (i*τ(NJim))) c Rn+r x Rn+r

and (m, x) is orthogonal to (ij)*τ(M)m. This defines a classifying map
vN

M\ M—>Gn-m,r+m—>BOn-m for the bundle. Any two embeddings of
N are regularly homotopic (if r is sufficiently large) and any two
regular homotopies are homotopic through regular homotopies, rel
end points and hence there is as well-defined (preferred) homotopy
class of homotopies between any two normal maps vN

M\ M-+BOn-.m

arising in this way. With this classification for the bundle vί it is
meaningful to speak of a (BGn~m, φ') structure on v% for a one to one
correspondence between the (BGn-m, φf) structures on any two normal
maps has been established.

Being given a pair (V, W) with ((£, / ) , (C, g), (BGn-m, φ'))-struc-
ture and a pair of submanifolds (JV, M) with M — N Π W with com-
patible trivialization of the normal bundles (near N, the pair (V, W)
is identified with the pair (N x Dk, M x Dk), k = dim V — dim N)
one has an induced structure on (N, M). In fact, embedding (V, N)
in (Rv+r, Rn+r) as before, all normal maps are given by restriction
and the restrictions of the structure maps give a structure on the
pair (N, M). Using the inner normal trivialization, one has a well-
defined boundary for ((B, / ) , (C, g), (BGn-m ?>'))-pairs.

Being given a pair (N, M) with ((B, / ) , (C, g), (BGn-m, φ')) struc-
ture defined by liftings of the normal maps of an embedding
i: Nn-+Rn+r one may find an embedding

I: N x [0,1] • Rn+r x R+ (R+ = {x e R \ x ^ 0})

which embeds N x 0 in Rn+r x 0 by i, embeds N x 1 in Rn+r x 0,
and maps neighborhoods of N x {0,1} orthogonally along these embed-
dings. The liftings for the normal map i may then be extended by
covering homotopy to liftings for the normal map of I, and the in-
duced structure on (N x 1, M x 1) is the "inverse" of (N, M).

The cobordism group Ωn,m ((B, / ) , (C, g), (BGn-m, φ')) of pairs with
((B, / ) , (C, g), (BGn-mi φr))-structure of dimension (n, m) is the quotient
of the semigroup (under disjoint union) of isomorphism classes of
closed pairs by the subsemigroup consisting of boundaries. The
" inverse" of (JY, M) is actually an inverse in this group.

Being given a pair (N*, Mm) with ((5, / ) , (C, g), (BG«-m, φ')) struc-
ture defined by liftings for the normal maps of an embedding
i: N—>Rn+r space, the normal bundle vM of M in Rn+r is identified
as the Whitney sum of the normal bundle of M in N, vjn and the
restriction to M of the normal bundle of N in Rn+r, j*vN. This is
the choice of a lifting of the normal map of M into the fibration
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U x BOr — BOr+n-m obtained from the Whitney sum. The (B, f)
structure on vN and the (BGn~m, φr) structure on vN

M give a further
lifting of the normal map of M to BGn_m x Br. (Note: As observed
by Lashof, these maps may be converted into fibrations, giving rise
to normal structures with isomorphic cobordism groups.)

One now has a commutative diagram

\
G

n-m x Br

j
,_ . x BOr

in which Dr+n-m is the fibration over Cr+n-m induced via gr+n~m from
the fibration 0 © (<pr x / r ) , and the stabilization maps for (B, f) and
(C, g) give similar stabilization maps for a new family (D, h). The
previous analysis of the normal structure of M indicates a well-
defined (D, h) structure on M. Since this analysis may be performed
for closed or bounded manifolds, one has defined a homomorphism

Φ: Ωn,m((B, / ) , (C, g), ( £ G M , φ')) > Ωn((B, /)) 0 Ωm((D, h))

in which Φ sends the class of the pair (JV, M) to the class of N as
(B, jQ-manifold and the class of M as (D, /*,)-manifold.

Following Wall, one has:

THEOREM: The homomorphism

Φ: Ω.,m((B, f), (C, g), (BGn-m, φ')) > Ωn((B, /)) φ Ωm((D, h))

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Define a homomorphism

Ψ: Ωn((B, /)) 0 Ωm((D, h)) > Ωn,m((B, / ) , (C, g), (BG^my φ'))

by letting Ψ send a closed ^-dimensional (J5, /)-manifold iV to the
class of the pair (JV, 0 ) , where 0 is the empty submanifold and sends
a closed m-dimensional (D, /^-manifold Mm to the class obtained as
follows.

Being given a lifting ΰ: Mm —> Dr+n_m for the normal map of M,
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πc o ϊ> defines a (C, g) structure on Mm, while the composite

m x Br

 Ψ-^BO^m x BOr

induces an n—m plane bundle £ over M, and £ has a clearly defined
(BGn-m, φ') structure (via^ o ̂  o ί), and the composite

Λf-H-> D r + _ i i ? G M x Br

φ-^rB0^m x 5O r — £O r

induces an r-plane bundle v over Λf, and £ has a (Br,fr) structure
(viaττ2 o πB o p). Further, the normal bundle of Jf is isomorphic to
£ 0 v with an isomorphism induced via the structural maps above.

Now consider the pair (£(£01), M), where S(ζ 0 1 ) is the
sphere bundle of the Whitney sum of £ and a trivial line bundle and
Λ ί c S ( £ 0 1 ) is the copy of M obtained by

M > E{ξ) x R = E(ξ 0 1): m > (Om, 1)

where Om is the zero vector over m in E(ξ). Then M has a (C, #)
structure, the normal bundle of M in S(ξ 0 1 ) is naturally isomorphic
to £ (which has a chosen {BGn-m1 £>')-structure) and the normal bundle
of S (£ 0 1) has a (I?, /) structure under an identification with the
pull-back of v. (This being possible for the tangent bundle of £(£01)
is the pull-back of τ(M) 0 £ 0 1 less a trivial bundle, or extending
i:M->Rn+r one has an embedding of D(ξ) inside D(v) = J D ( £ 0 £ )

and hence one may embed S(ζ 0 1) in Rn+r+1 = Rn+r x R as a subset
of D(£) x R with normal bundle equal to the pull-back of v plus a
trivial bundle). One then lets Ψ[M] be the class of (S(£01), M)
with these structures.

Since [0] = 0 in Ωm((D, h)) and [S(£0 1)] = 0 in Ωn((B, /)) (being
the boundary of Z>(£01) with structure induced from ί), it is clear
that Φ o Ψ = 1. To see that F o φ = 1, let (N, M) be a ((5,/), (C, ^),
{BGn~m, φ')) pair and form the pair structure on (N x I, M x /) used
in forming the inverse. Inside N x I one may imbed a copy of

D(v%) x [-1, | ] = U

as a neighborhood of M x 1/2, and let T be obtained from N x I hy
removing the points of U of the form (xf t) with

with S c ϊ 7 being the submanifold M x [0,1/4]. The pair structure
on (N x I, M x I) induces a pair structure on (T, S) by restriction
and the boundary of (Γ, S) is (N, M) (embedded as N x O),-(iSΓ, 0)
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{embedded as N x 1) and - (S (v% ® 1), M) (embedded as the set of
(x, t)eU with || 2 ||2 + 11 - 1/2 |2 = 1/16.) Thus (ϊ7, S) gives a cobor-
dism of (N, M) and Ψ o Φ(iSΓ, M).

3* Some Examples* In this section, several examples will be
considered. Notationally, one considers pairs (Nn, Mm) with ((B, / ) ,
(C, βr), (J3(?M, ?>')) structure.

EXAMPLE 1. To begin, consider the Wall case (C, g) = (BO, 1)
where gr : Cr —»J5Or is the identity map. One then has

and πB is an identification. Thus Ωm((D, h)) is the stable homotopy
of the Thorn spectrum {Γ((φo (φ> x / r))* (r+n~w))}. Since the Thorn
space of the Whitney sum is the smash product of the Thorn spaces,
one has

Ωm((D, h)) = lim πm+β((Tφ'* Ίn~m) A (Tf*-n+m r - + * ) , - )

- Ωn(B, f) (Tφ'* T-)

where Ωn(B, f) (X) denotes the usual reduced (B, /)-bordism of X.
Combining this isomorphism with Φ gives

Ωnm((B, f), {BO, 1), (5G_,, Ψ')) = Ωn(B, f) (Tφ'* γ - ) .

This is really the standard relation of a submanifold of Nn with
Gn-m normal bundle and a map of Nn into the Thorn space Tφ'* Ίn~m

of jBG%_m, which is the basis of Poincare duality in bordism-
cobordism.

EXAMPLE 2. As an example not covered by Wall's situation
consider the case (£, /) - (BO, 1), (J5G_m, ?>') - (5O_m, 1) and
(C, flr) = (BU,π) being the classifying space sequence for complex
bundles. Thus, one is considering pairs (Nn, Mm) in which Mm is a
stably almost complex submanifold of Nn. While this case is not
difficult to analyze directly, it is clear that the structure cannot ade-
quately be described by normal structure of N and structure of the
bundle vN

M.
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In order to analyze these groups, one may reformulate the se-
quence (D, h) by making use of stability. Specifically, being given a
sequence (B, f) of fibrations fr : Br —• BOr and compatibility maps
gr : Br —> Br+1 with j r ° fr = fr+ι ° 9r> one may let B = l i m ^ I?r and
J5O = limr_ BOy (using the maps gr, j r to define the limits) and the
maps fr define a map fr : B—>B0. Conversely, beginning with a
fibration, / : B—>B0 one may take the induced fibrations fr: B'r-^BOr

(with obvious compatibility maps) to define a new sequence (Bf, / ' ) .
If f:B—+BO arises from the sequence of maps (B, / ) , there is a
map of sequences ψ: (B, /) —> (.B',/')> ψr Br—*B'r with the obvious
compatibility conditions. By stability of the spaces SO r one sees that
ψ induces an isomorphism of cobordism theories.

Applying this limit process to the sequence (2?, / ) , (C, g) and
(D, h), one obtains a commutative diagram of fibrations

D

/

One may also form a commutative diagram of fibrations

CxBG^J^ E

[9Xφ's

BO^-BOxBO

1Θ(-D

— f B

in which E is the induced fibration (either way), φ's is the stabiliza-
tion of φ' and 1®{-1) : BO x BO-> BO classifies the] Whitney sum
of the universal bundle and its " inverse" over the two factors. One

has maps D > C x BGn-m and D > B inducing a

map X : D-+E and 1? > C, i? — ^—-——> J5G%_mx J3 giving
μ \ E—+D, and λ and μ identifying the spaces E and Z>. Under
this identification the map h : D —• SO is identified with

k = π,o (g x φ's) o Po: E > BO .

One then has
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LEMMA. Ωm((D, h)) ~ Ωm((E, k)) under the identifications X and μ.

The identification of D with E is the general formulation of the
fact that a space X with a stable bundle v with C structure and v
with B structure and an (n—m)-plane bundle ζ with BGn-m structure
for which y = ξ φ y is the same as X having a stable C bundle v,
an (n—m)-plane ξ with BGn~m structure together with a B structure
on the stable bundle v — ξ.

Applying this lemma to any situation in which (B, f) = (BO, 1)
one has E identified with C x BGn~m and hence the associated Thorn
spectrum is the smash product of BGn-t, (BGn-m with adjoined base
point) and the Thorn spectrum Tg?7r of C. Thus

Ωn,m((BO, 1), (C, g), (BG^m, φ')) ~^n® Ωm(C, g)

where SSln is the ordinary unoriented cobordism group of Thorn.
The special case given in this example is

Ωntm((BOf 1), (BU, π), (BO^Mf 1)) = 3fcΛ φ Ωu

m{BOn_m)

where ΩL

m is ordinary complex bordism. This identification is quite
straightforward from the arguments that (N, M) is given by the class
of N and the stably almost complex manifold M with an (n — m) plane
bundle.

EXAMPLE 3. As a highly non-trivial example one may consider
the classification of pairs (Nn, Mm) of framed manifolds. This is the
case (B, /) = (C, g) = (£70, π) where π : EO -»BO is the universal
principal O-bundle with contractible total space, and (J5Gw_m, ψf) —
(J50%_w, 1). For this case one has the fibration diagram

D
/ \

/ \
EO I h B0n_mxE0

BO

and identifying BOn^m x EO with BOn-m (EO being contractible) the
inclusion B0n-m—>B0 may be considered as the OjO%^m bundle as-
sociated with the principal bundle π. Pulling π back over itself
gives a trivial bundle, so that the associated bundle is trivial and
πc : D —> EO may be identified with the fibration π1: EO x (O/On~m) —>
EO. Taking Thorn spaces gives

Ωn>m((E0, π), (EO, π), (BOn_m, 1)) ~ Ω{* φ Ω
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where Ω{r denotes framed bordism, or stable homotopy. Notice that
OjOn-m is the classifying space for {n — m)-plane bundles with a stable
trivialization. (i.e., vN

M ~ vM — vN has a stable trivialization) and this
is obviously compatible with the geometric analysis.

The case n — m = 0 is quite interesting, giving the group
Ω{r φ Ωζr(0). The pair (N, M) being a codimension 0 pair, M is a
union of components of N, and gives the element of Ω{r(0) represented
by the two distinct framings of M (its own framing and that induced
from N) with the map into 0 being the "rotation" of one framing
to the other.

The computation of the groups Ωζr(0) is a highly unknown
quantity, being the stable homotopy of the stable orthogonal group.
(Compare I. M. James's "Problem 52" [2; page 587]).

Note: Geometric interpretations of other standard homotopy
groups may be obtained similarly by demanding that the normal
structures should be compatible in some fibration over BO. (i.e.,
j : F"—> BO is a multiplicative fibration and / = j ° f, g = j ° g' with
f':B->F, g':C->F and φ* = j n _ m o <p» : BGn-m — Fn_m, and one

demands that the underlying F structures given by the φf x / ' and
g' structures should coincide). For example, the classification of
pairs (Nn, Mm) of framed manifolds with n — m = 2s and vN

M being a
complex s plane bundle so that the stable almost complex structure
of M coincides with that induced from N with the complex structure
of vl leads to the group Ω{r © ΩfJ (U/Us).

4* Pairs of complex manifolds* As the main example, con-
sider pairs (Nn, Mm) of stably almost complex manifolds, or the case
in which (B, f) = (C, g) - (BU, π) and (BG^m9 ψ') - (BOn-m, 1).

I
BO «-̂ - BO x BO

1©(-1)

B0< π BU .

Considering the diagram one has over D two stable complex bundles
v and v and a real (n—m)-plane bundle ξ with v = ί)φf, so f has a
complex structure stably given by v — v. Let F%_w denote the in-
duced fibration
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and one has a commutative diagram

BU x

\πxψ>*

£ 0 x BO <

iθ(-D

BU x BU

1Θ(-D

BO BU

inducing a map r : BU x ^ - ^ while

x 5O._ m x BU x

I
->B0

gives a map s : D —> F % _ m and so π1 o p0 x s : D —> 527 x jPw_m. The
maps r and 7ΓX o pQ x s are equivalences, and one may then apply the
Thorn space construction to the map

BU x Fn-m-^

which is identifiable with h to obtain

Ωn,m((BU, 7Γ), (SJ7,7Γ), (£0%_m, 1)) ^

where F w _ m is the induced bundle in

qo

n m

 J >BO

and is the classifying space for real (n — m)-plane bundles with a
(chosen) stable complex structure.

To complete the analysis of this problem, one analyzes the
cohomology structure of i<V_m. Since π : BU—+BO has fiber O/U
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which has two components interchanged under the action of πJJBO) =
Z2 on the fiber, it is convenient to factor the above diagram as

?•— '-+ BO

so that Fn-m fibers over BSOn-m with fiber SO/U which is connected.
(Note: For n — m = 0, Fn~m — O/U which is two disjoint copies of
SO/U).

Considering first the rational or odd primary structure of Fn~mt

one has:

PROPOSITION 1. The fibration π':BU-~*BO is totally nonhomo-
logous to zero for H*( K), K — Q or Zp(p odd), so that the fibra-
tion q': Fn-m —> BSOn-m is also totally nonhomologous to zero. In
particular, H*{Fn-m, K) is the polynomial algebra over H*{BSOn-m, K)
on the classes c2ί+1(£) (odd Chern classes of the complex bundle).

Note:

Ifn-m = 28 + l, H*(BSOn-m; K) = K[^ 11 ^ i ^ s] ,

if n - m = 2s > 0, H*(BSO^m; K) =

and if n- m = 0, H*(BSOn-m; K) = K®K, where ^ is the Pon-
trjagin class and χ is the Euler class. One may interpret H*(BSO0;
K) as having base 1, χ with χ2 = 1 = ^ 0

Proof. πf: BU—+BSO is a multiplicative fibration, with

π'*: H*(BSO if) = JSΓ[ î] > iϊ*(ΰί7 K) = K[c,]

by τr'*(^) = 2c2i + decomposables. Thus π'* is monic, so TΓ' is total-
ly nonhomologous to zero. In fact, one then has H*(SO/Z7 K) =
iΓ[c2ί+1] and the induced fibration is also totally nonhomologous to
zero.

For the prime 2 one has

π'* : H*(BSO Z2) = Z\w, \ i > 1] > H*(BU ^2) = Zs[cJ

with

π'*(w 2 ί ) = Ci, τr '*(^; 2 i + 1 ) = 0 .
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In the fibration

one has i* : H*(SO;Z2) = Z2[y2i+ι] -*H*(U Z2) = E[u2i+1], where #

denotes the exterior algebra with i*(#2ί+1) = w24+1. Then H*(SO/U
Z2) is the iΓ2 polynomial ring on generators z4i+2 = y2<+Λ H*(SO/U
iJa) has an associated graded module isomorphic to the exterior algebra
-E7[t>2t] and in the Serre spectral sequence of the fibration

π
SO/U >BU^—>BSO

the class v2i transgresses to w2i+ι. (Note: One has a simple system
of transgressive generators given by monomials in the v2i where
2̂&(4i+2) = #4i+2) In the Serre spectral sequence for the fibration

SOI U > Fn_m > BSO^m

the classes v2i transgress to w2i+1 if 2ί + 1 ίg n — m, while v2i trans-
gresses to zero for 2% + 1 > n — m.

One may then observe that the Serre spectral sequence for Fn-m

is a tensor product of spectral sequences of three types
Type 1: Exterior fiber on Z2i, Polynomial base on its transgres-

sion (2i + 1 ^ n — m)
Type 2: Exterior fiber on Z2i, trivial base (2ί + 1 > n — m)
Type 3: Trivial fiber; Polynomial base on w2i, (2ί ^ n — m).

One may then compute H*(Fn^m; Z2), which is a polynomial ring on
the Stiefel-Whitney classes w2if 1 < 2i ^ n — m, and classes t2ki4j+2)

mapping to z4i+&ke H*(SO/U; Z2) where Jc is the least integer for
which 2k(4j + 2) ^ n — m. (This is not entirely obvious, but an
analysis of the spectral sequence shows that the classes t exist and
one then notes that the polynomial ring maps isomorphically onto E°°
in the Serre spectral sequence, hence coincides with iϊ*(jPw_m; Z2)).

For the purposes of this paper, it suffices to observe that H2j+1

(Fn_m; Z2) = 0 for all j since the E°° terms of the spectral sequences
of types 1 — 3 contain only even dimensional elements. One then
has

THEOREM. The space Fn-m has torsion free homology.

Proof. It H* (F%_w; Z) had any torsion, one of the groups
iϊ*(F % _ m ; Zp), p = 2 or odd, must be nonzero in two consecutive dimen-
sions. Since H2j+1(Fn_m; Zp) = 0 for all p, there can be no torsion.

COROLLARY. Ω*((BU, π), (BU, π), (BOn-m, 1)) is a free Ωl module
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and a pair (Nn, Mm) bounds if and only if all Chern numbers of N
and all evaluations on [M] of polynomials in the Chern classes of M
and N and the Euler Class of vN

M are zero.

Proof. Since Fn_m is torsion free, ΩKF^J is a free Ω% module.
Further, being given (M, ξ) with ζ a real (n—m) plane bundle with
complex structure, its class is determined by generalized Chern numbers
cω{M) ^(f)^/(ί)χ(ί)*[M] given by Chern classes of M and rational
cohomology classes of Fn~m. Since the Pontryagin class of a complex
vector bundle is a polynomial in the Chern classes (with ^ = 2c2i +
decomposables) one may rewrite this using numbers cω(M)cλ(ξ)χ(ξ)k[M].
If £ = VM then the Chern classes of ζ are polynomials in the Chern
classes of M and N (restricted to M), and this gives the result.

Notes. (1) A complex structure on the (n—m)-plane bundle ξ
imparts an orientation, and hence ζ has an Euler class defined. This
class is not related to the Chern classes of ξ as stable complex bundle,
however. The integral cohomology H*(Fn_m; Z) is embedded in
H*(Fn_m; Q) via the rational reduction and contains the integral poly-
nomial ring on the classes c<(f) for i odd or i = 2k, (k ^ [(n — m)/2],
if n — m is odd, k < [(n—m)/2] if n — m is even) and χ(ξ) (if n — m is
even) as a subgroup with 2 primary index. [Observe that
χ(ξ) — c(w_m)/2(ί) is divisible by 2, since both reduce to ww_w(f), and
that χ2(ξ) = $β(w-W)/2(£) = 2cn^m(ξ) + decomposables in the c<(£), and hence
this is a proper subgroup for n — m even].

(2) For n = m, Mm c Nn consists of a union of components of
N having two stable almost complex structures. Then Ωm(F0) =
Ωm(0/U) corresponds to two distinct stable almost complex structures
on the same manifold. This group is closely related to the clas-
sification of involutions on stable almost complex manifolds (which
need not preserve the structure). This relation will be explored in
another paper, "Involutions on Complex Manifolds" (to appear).
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